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SunAndMoon [wrote]:  

... 

Looking at this overall I understand that there are lots of folks who don't 

take the concept of Priesthood seriously at all but I gotta say what the 

world is today is a very bleak picture and the kind of dedication you're 

talking about is very much all consuming making this an even more bleak 

picture. Is there ever any chance for people in such a position to even live 

their lives or solve their problems? Even a few hours of spells a day is a 

challenge for most or feels outright impossible to them (seemingly there 

is almost always a problem or some attack or binding working against 

people and it gets only harder over time in the serious situations) and 

they arent even Clergy. Adding to this the constant fucking insanity of 

team toilet like wannabes and the like. In the state of all this how is man 

to get by. 

 

Satan says: Responsibility to the Responsible. 

 

Further, through this, we attain freedom, power, enlightenment. 

 

By not adopting any responsibility in our lives, we become slaves, worthless, 

and diseased creatures filled with endless disgusting qualities. 

 

Having it backwards, many people think that responsibility will enslave you, but 

the reality is that a certain degree of responsibility actually brings you closer to 

all the desired things like freedom and so on. 

 

The key thing in the ritual of Dedication to Father Satan is this: Affirmation to 

approve the responsibility of one's own soul. 

 

No Rabbi kike jesus, no delusional shit, no lies - the lies are renounced, be 

these Islam or Xianity. We live in an era of lies, therefore, the first thing is to 

cleanse one's self from the lie. 

 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=5&t=80210


Jewish tricks no longer work, one experiences the first awakening of self 

responsibility. One no longer believes in fairy tales that one will be taken to any 

heaven, and one bites from the Tree of Knowledge. 

 

The path of the Godhead is opened, in contrast to the path of those who are 

built for lies and slavery. 

 

One initiates themselves in front of the Gods, to receive the knowledge of the 

Soul, the responsibility of existence, the power, freedom and capacity that 

comes with it, to receive enlightenment, and to see the Godhead for 

themselves. 

 

Satan Lucifer represents two things: Satan represents the Truth, but also, like 

the symbolism of Shiva, the dark aspect of reality, the Yang. The unknown, the 

unsurpassable, the source of all things in the universe. That "Which is not" and 

that "Which is everything". 

 

Lucifer on the other hand, represents illumination, the light of creation and the 

notion of enlightenment, to receive self awareness, to have a soul in the midst 

of the darkness of ignorance. 

 

To say therefore, "Satan Lucifer", we encompass all of existence, seen and 

unseen, real and potential, now and forever. 

 

From this, we are told to recognize and honor Satan Lucifer, nothing else. The 

activation of the sense of recognition, is actually the activation of the sense of 

seeing. 

 

Recognition has to do with awareness - to finally come to our senses that 

something exists. After this is recognized, we are going to honor it, which means 

to come into blissful contact and acceptance of the supreme existence, but also 

show appreciation. 

 

Honor also unavoidably is linked with accepting given grace, because when we 

recognize the existence of what is called "The Light" and "Para-Siva" or the 

creation, we can only be thankful that we exist. Father Satan asks for nothing 

else, and only by this, He guides us further into our personal and existential 

endeavour. 

 



Satan/Lucifer recognizes no bargain. There is no term of selling anything. One 

merely tells the Gods, face to face, that one's inquiry is serious; and to be guided 

into one's endeavours in their existence. Existence itself, is endeavored to lead 

to the Godhead as the Joy of Satan describes very vividly. 

 

To take the conversation on this very important subject a bit further, the "World" 

is at this bleak condition as more and more human beings do not take 

responsibility about anything, and they have become freaks and monsters who 

do not care for one another but are just looking for. 

 

We follow lies. Primary lies professed by the enemy in their "religious programs" 

have led people to the following states of decay: 

 

1. A quick injection to feel good [Muh drugs, quick fuck and leave, abandonment 

of kids etc] 

 

2. A fake solution to all problems, that generally doesn't work [Jeboo take the 

wheel!!!] 

 

3. Are deathly afraid to assume responsibility, ranging from political office, to 

cleaning the street in front of their house [God will judge them, while we sit there 

not even criticizing] 

 

4. They are that retarded, where they do not even want to take any responsibility 

for their own "soul", acting in reverse of what we do here. ["Jeboo will forgive no 

matter what!!] 

 

They have "Jeboo" the wish granting machine instead, just ask for forgiveness 

goy and you are forgiven type of shit, completely unrealistic on the spiritual 

level. Unresolved issues piling up to the heavens, managed by nobody and 

none, then collapsing onto the head of society. 

 

Then their soul ends in shit oblivion, which society pays indirectly because their 

dross soul manifests dross in the social circumstance. 

 

5. Nobody wants to take the steps necessary to do something big or great. The 

civilization we live in up until now, was built on the footsteps of more or less 

responsible and strong people. They shed blood, wrote rights charters, and 

fought many wars so that humans today can have a better existence. 

 



Now, every idiot sits down wanting to do nothing, get everywhere, and every 

cancerous ego out there is a "princess" and a "president" and a "boss" without 

having any of the related reality or responsibility, likely not even being so in VR. 

 

Now people flee from basic shit like "Muh can't answer the lil kids on JoS forums 

bcz im too mighty for that shit", which in my view for people who are awakened 

like JoS people, is unacceptable. 

 

6. Certain people are also too much down the spiral of delusion, that they are 

in love with lies and falsehood, like Cypher the traitor from the Matrix movie, 

whose favorite statement was "Ignorance Is Bliss", and because he accepted 

this foolish statement, he became a living cancer and the main antagonist to the 

Savior or "Truth", who was Neo in that movie. 

 

Society and the jewtrix always promotes that humanity must remain asleep. 

 

The above is called degeneracy. As one can see, the path upwards and higher, 

towards enlightenment, is what we walk, and is diametrically opposed to the 

paths related above, all of which lead with certainty into first personal decay and 

then social decay. 
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